United Way of Central Carolinas fights for the education,
health and financial stability of every person in our community.
THE HARD TRUTH

Our Approach

A child born in poverty in the Southeast

To create an environment of
opportunity where every child
born in our community can
succeed, we need
to focus on
three key areas:
People, Places
Places
and Systems.
Implement

has very little chance of climbing out

of it during his or her lifetime. In fact, Charlotte-Mecklenburg ranked
50th out of 50 among the largest U.S. cities in economic mobility in
a recent Harvard University/UC Berkeley study. All too often, access
to economic opportunity in our region is aligned with the zip code
and neighborhood where one lives. That must change.

A TRUSTED LEADER

Now more than ever we are
collaborating to fight for change on

People

a scale no single organization can achieve on its own. As a trusted

Mobilize
thousands of
volunteers and
champions

leader, convener and advocate, United Way has the relationships and
influence needed to bring people to the table to collaboratively address
community challenges.

Systems

comprehensive
strategies
driven by
neighborhood
leaders

Improve the
systems that
serve children
and families
through
convening,
funding and
advocacy

CREATING AN ENVIRONMENT OF OPPORTUNITY
United Way has always been about neighbors helping neighbors. We’re always working together with our community to ensure
everyone has the opportunity to reach their full potential. With a focus on education, health and financial stability, we work
to address our community’s economic mobility challenges, while always providing a safety net for our neighbors that face
unexpected life challenges. Our two-generation approach supports the entire family to break the cycle of poverty by intentionally
focusing on the needs of both parent and child.

ECONOMIC MOBILITY

United Neighborhoods
We work to change the odds for those in our most underresourced neighborhoods by supporting community-driven
holistic neighborhood transformation and revitalization efforts.

Impact
Grants

United
Neighborhoods

Unite
Charlotte

Unite Charlotte
We support new and grassroots organizations through grants
and capacity-building activities focused on improving racial
equity and increasing social capital.

Impact Grants
We support our five-county region through a network of
partners that work collaboratively to provide comprehensive
and coordinated services that will improve economic mobility
and achieve results greater than any single organization.

Education

Health

Financial Stability

Basic Needs

This is your United Way. This is your community.
Lend your voice. Raise your hand. Make a difference.
We’re here to connect you to opportunities to
volunteer, to lead, to help people – and to connect
you to other people who share your passion. Join us!

VOLUNTEER

There is no better way to create change than to volunteer right where needs are
being served daily. United Way’s Hands On Charlotte provides group and individual
experiences across our region.
Hands On Charlotte is one of the many ways United Way brings people together to build
a stronger community. With flexible volunteer opportunities for companies, individuals and
families, you are able to choose projects based on your interest at times that are convenient
for you. Projects cover United Way’s five-county footprint and range from sorting clothes and
food to building a playground or tutoring.

JOIN AN ENGAGEMENT GROUP

United Way engagement groups bring individuals of all
ages and interests together to support the community.
Choose the group that best fits you!
A-LIST
Unites African American trailblazers
to lead, influence, support and teach
our community in order to foster
social equality.

DONATE

When you donate to United Way, you are investing in your
community. In your town. In your neighborhood. Your gift
makes a real difference in the lives of people living right here.

Lead the Way
We all have community issues that tug at our heartstrings.
By becoming a Leadership donor at United Way, you’re
rallying with others who have similar philanthropic
mindsets and a passion for creating change.
United Way has three leadership categories:

LINC
Creates change through fun projects
and meaningful mission moments,
all while networking with likeminded 20-to 30-year-olds over
social gatherings.
WOMEN UNITED
Connects professionals, community
volunteers and business leaders
dedicated to making a lasting
impact in the Charlotte region.
YOUNG LEADERS
Brings together young professionals
to take collaborative action in
philanthropy, volunteer and leadership
activities throughout the community.

UNITED WE WIN.

Leadership Circle – Recognizes donors who exhibit
dedication to improve the quality of life for all our neighbors
by contributing at least $1,000 annually to United Way.
Alexis de Tocqueville Society – Named for 19th century
French intellectual Alexis de Tocqueville, the society
honors community-minded investors across the
country who donate $10,000 or more annually.
Legacy Society – Honors those who invest in the future
of our community through a planned gift to United Way.

ADVOCATE

Advocacy is much more than lobbying. Use your voice
to take a stand for what you believe in by sharing through
your community groups, social media posts or emails
to legislators.
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